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Bivariate Revuz measures

and the Feynman-Kac formula
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ABSTRACT. - In the first part of the present paper additive and

multiplicative functionals of a right Markov process are investigated
systematically in the setting of weak duality, by means of bivariate Revuz
measures. We first give a representation for such measures. It is proved
that additive and multiplicative functionals are uniquely determined by their
bivariate Revuz measures and two multiplicative functionals are dual if and
only if their bivariate Revuz measures are dual. In the second part we prove
that any subprocess of a nearly symmetric Markov process is also nearly
symmetric and give a generalized Feynman-Kac formula which describes
the relationship between their corresponding Dirichlet forms.

Key words: Markov processes, multiplicative functionals, Revuz measures, Dirichlet forms.

Part I. BIVARIATE REVUZ MEASURES

1. Introduction

In the first section we will set down all definitions and notations inforced

throughout this paper. Under the setting of weak duality and some additional
conditions, two results of Sharpe (representation of terminal times and
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252 J. YING

decomposition of MFs) are given in §2. They are critical throughout this
article. Sharpe’s canonical measure and Levy system, which are used
to describe discontinuities of the process, are discussed in §3. They are
employed to give a representation for bivariate Revuz measures in §4.
A generalized Revuz formula is given in §5 and it is especially useful
and indispensable in dealing with multiplicative functionals, In §6 we use
Kuznetsov measures to prove that a multiplicative functional is uniquely
determined by its bivariate Revuz measure and that two multiplicative
functionals are dual if and only if their respective bivariate Revuz measures
are dual.

In the second part we are going to prove the Feynman-Kac formula for
nearly symmetric Markov processes (or non-symmetric Dirichlet forms)
and general decreasing multiplicative functionals.

Let

be two right Markov processes on (E, ~) with Borel sub-Markovian

semigroups ( Pt ) and respectively, and be in weak duality relative
to a fixed a-finite measure m on E: for all f, g E p~,

where (., .) denotes the inner product in L2(m). Walsh [Wa] has shown
that under weak duality,

(1.2) Xt_ exists in E for all t e]0, ([ a.s. P"2,

and of course the dual assertion holds for X. Assuming (1.2) identically
on H (resp. on H) relieves us from carrying one more exceptional set

everywhere. As is customary, we use the prefix "co" or 
""" 

to describe

quantities relative to X. Though all definitions and standard results are

stated regarding to X, the dual statements also apply to X.
Denote by Excq ( X) and (Excq or Sq if no confusion will be

caused) the cones of q-excessive measures and functions, respectively.

DEFINITION 1.3. - A real-valued process M = (Mt : t > 0) is called a

multiplicative functional (MF) of X if (1 ) t ~ Mt (w) is decreasing, right
continuous and has values in [0, 1] for each 03C9 ~ 03A9; (2) M is adapted, i.e.,

Mt E Ft for 0; (3) Mt+s(w) = Mt(w) . for any s, t > 0
and w E f2. In addition, an MF M is exact provided for any t > 0 and
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253BIVARIATE REVUZ MEASURES AND THE FEYNMAN-KAC FORMULA

every sequence tn ~~ 0,

Let MF ( X ) (or MF if no confusion will be caused) be the set

of all exact multiplicative functionals of X. For any MF M write

:= inf {t > ~ : Mt = ~~, EM .- {.r E E : = 1) = 1 ~,
for the lifetime and the set of permanent points of M, respectively. Let
R:== inf{t > 0 : Xt E and R’ .- 0 : Xt E 
Clearly Esi is also the set of irregular points of SM , i. e. , EM = ~ x E
E : > 0) = 1}. Let MF+ := {M E MF : SM > 0 a.s.} and
MF++ . - ~ M E MF : M does not vanish, i . e . , S~~ > ~ a.s.}. If EM
is nearly optional, M is called a right MF. If M is exact, EM is finely
open and consequently M is right.
We define for each x E a probability measure on Q~ on ( SZ, by

where Moo := 0 and are the killing operators on 03A9 defined by
ktw( s) = w(s) if t > s and = A if t  s . If M is right, then
(H, Xt, Qx) is also a right Markov process, called the M-subprocess of
X and denoted X M or ( X , M), with state space Clearly the
semigroup (Qt) and resolvent of are given by

and = = 0 for any x (j. The set of q-excessive
functions (resp. excessive measures) of X ~’~ is denoted by Sq (M) (resp.
Excq(M)).
An (Ft)-stopping time T : 03A9 ~ R+ is called a terminal time if

T = t + T 0 ()t identically on {t  T}. If T is a terminal time, 1 is
an MF of X. Write Excq(T) and Sq(T) := It is

easy to see that is a terminal time if M E MF(X).
DEFINITION 1.6. - Let M e MF. A positive, increasing, right continuous

process A = (At : t > 0) is a raw M-additive functional (of X ) provided
and = At + Mt . As o et a.s. for each t

and s. A raw M-additive functional A is an M-additive functional (of X )
if A is adapted.

Vol. 32, n° 2-1996.



254 J. YING

Let RAF(M) and AF(M) denote the sets of raw M-additive functionals
and M-additive functionals, respectively. Write RAF for RAF(l), the
set of raw additive functionals, and AF for AF ( 1 ), the set of additive
functionals of X. For a terminal time T, RAF(T) := and

AF(T) := 
The energy functional L (of X) is defined on Exc x S by

Refer to [Ge] for the basic properties of L, among which are u) =
and L(m, U f ) = md( f ) where md is the dissipative part of m.

We now introduce the powerful Kuznetsov measures. Let W be the space
of path w : IR --~ E U ~ 0 ~ that are E-valued and right continuous on an
open interval ] c~ ( w ) , ,~ ( w ) ~ and take the value A elsewhere. We denote by
[A] the path which constantly equals to A. Let Y = E IR) denote
the coordinate process on = w (t) . The shifts at : W -~ Ware
defined by Ys o Ys+t. Put and ~° _ ~°. Then
for any m E Exc, there exists a unique a-finite measure Qm on (W, ~° )
not charging ~ [0] ~ such that if tl  t2  ...  tn,

The measure Qrn is called the Kuznetsov measure of (X and) m. Clearly
and importantly it is translation-invariant; that is, at( Qm) = Qm, for each
~ E IR.

Notations. - For M e MF, let Mt := 1 - klt. Clearly M E
AF(M). For any process (Zt) and increasing process (At ), we define
(Z- * A)t := fo and (Z * A)t .- ~’0 For any f E p~
and F E p~ x ~, define f * A := f ( X ) ~ A, f _ ~ A : := f ( X _ ) ~ A and
F * A := F(X_ , X ) ~ A, where f (X ) := ( f (Xt)), f (X-) :_ (f(X-t))
and F(X_,X) .- (F(Xt_, Xt)).

2. Decomposition and weak* duality

We will focus on a special class of multiplicative functionals which have
a nice decomposition. From now on we will write a. s. for and

drop the m on Revuz measures as they are taken with respect to m if no
confusion would be caused.

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques



255BIVARIATE REVUZ MEASURES AND THE FEYNMAN-KAC FORMULA

DEFINITION 2.1. - (i) M, N E MF (X ) are m-equivalent provided that,
for each t > 0, Mt = Nt a.s. on ~~ > t~. (ii) Let M E MF and

A, B E RAF(M). Then A and Bare m-equivalent provided that, for
each t > 0, At = Bt a. s. on ~ ~ > t ~ .

In view of right continuity of MFs, this is equivalent to the statement
that t ~ Mt and t ~--~ Nt are identical functions a. s. on [0, ([. Hence
equality between MFs (resp. M-RAFs) will always be understood to mean
m-equivalence.

THEOREM 2.2. - If the following condition holds
(2.2a) every m-semipolar set is m-polar,
then any M E MF+ has a decomposition

where ~ E ~ x ~, 0  ~  1, ~ vanishes on the diagonal D of E x E, a E
p~, A is a continuous additive functinal of X, B is a Borel subset of E x E
which is disjoint from D and SM = JB .- inf~t > 0 : (Xt- , Xt) E B~.
The proof mimicks that of [Shl, Theorem (7.1 )] . We will just sketch it

here. The Stieltjes logarithm of M

is a SM-additive functional which can be decomposed into the sum of a
natural part and a purely discontinous quasi-left-continuous part. Note that
from [GS, (16,21)] two equivalent statements of (2.2a) are
(2.2b) every natural additive functional is a.s. continuous;
(2.2c) if T is a thin natural terminal time,  () = 0.
Hence the natural part is continuous and it follows from [GS (16.14)] that

.J B with B C E x E disjoint from D. The purely discontinuous part
has common discontinuities as X and must be of the form X~ )

st
with 0  ~  1 since all jumps of slogM are less than l.

Weak duality together with (2.2a) is called weak* duality. An example
of weak* duality is a pair of nearly symmetric Markov processes (i.e., they
satisfy the sector condition) in weak duality. Fitzsimmons [Fi2] proved
that in this case every semipolar set is m-polar [Fi2 (4.13)] and m-polar
is the same as m-copolar [Fi2 (4.17)]. Hence these two processes are in
weak* duality.
Now M E MF~ is said to be simple if it has the decomposition (2.3), in

which case we write M E SMF~ . A terminal time T E SMF + means that
T = JB > 0 a.s. with B e S x ? which is disjoint from D.

Vol. 32, n° 2-1996.



256 J. YING

3. Levy systems and canonical measures

A Levy system for X is a pair (N, H), where N is a kernel on (E, ~u)
with N(x, {~r}) = 0 for any x E E and H is a continuous AF of X having
a bounded 1-potential, such that for any F e p~u x ~u vanishing on the

diagonal and any predictable process Y,

where NF(x) Refer to [Sh, §73] for the existence
of Levy systems.

LEMMA 3.2. - Let B E [x ~’ and T := JB > 0 a.s. Then (XT-, XT) e B
a. s. on {T  and

a. s. on H.

Proof - Define the second hit T~ := T o 0T + T. The statemant

(3.3) is obviously true on {T = oo}. On {T  oo}, since T > 0 a.s.,

T2 - T = T o 8T > O a.s. Hence (XT-, XT) E B a.s. on {T  ~} by the
definition of JB . Then (3.3) follows directly..

THEOREM 3.4. - Let (N, H) be a Levy system for X and M E SMF+
with the decomposition (2.3). Define ~ .- 1B + and No .-

( 1- ~ (x, y) ) N(x , Then (No, H) is a Levy system of the M-subprocess
(X~, M).

Proof. - We have

By (3.2) the discontinuous part Md of M takes the following form

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques



257BIVARIATE REVUZ MEASURES AND THE FEYNMAN-KAC FORMULA

Hence

and then

By definition, (No, H) is a Levy system of (X, M). N

We will next introduce the canonical measure of X relative to m, which

was first used in [Sh2]. While the Levy system describes the discontinuities
of the process completely, the canonical measure does this relative to m.
The canonical measure v is characterized as a a-finite measure on E x E

which is carried by E x E - D and such that for any F E p? x ? vanishing
on D

It follows from (3.1) that

where (N, H) is a Levy system of X. Thus (3.4) implies:
COROLLARY 2.8. - Let M E SMF+ and denote the canonical measure

of (X, M) (relative to m). Then v~ _ (1 - 
The transform by a multiplicative functional M E MF consists of two

steps of killing: a first entrance time R’ = DEcM and a multiplicative
functional in MF+ ( R’ ) . The following result gives us a Levy system of
the R’-subprocess of X.

THEOREM 3.9. - Let (N, H) be a Levy system of X. Then (N’, H) is a

Lévy system of the R’-subprocess of X, where N’ (x, dy) = 
N(x, dy).

Vol. 32, n° 2-1996.



258 J. YING

Proof. - Let (Pxr : x e E) be the probability distribution of the R’-
subprocess. For any F e p~  ~ which is supported on x EM, a
predictable process (Zt) and x e 

The third equality holds since F ( X ~~ _ , X R~ ) = 0 due to the fine closeness
of and the fact that e 

4. A representation of bivariate Revuz measures

Bivariate Revuz measures were also introduced in [Shl] and will play a
critical role in coming sections. We assume that (N, H) is a Levy system of
X and v(dx, dy) = N(x, the canonical measure of X relative

to m in the sequel.

DEFINITION 4.1. - Let M E MF and A E RAF(M). The bivariate Revuz
measure of A relative to m is defined to be

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques



259BIVARIATE REVUZ MEASURES AND THE FEYNMAN-KAC FORMULA

The Revuz measure and left Revuz measure of A relative to m are defined
to be

As is customary, F(x, y) = 0 if either x = A or y = A. The existence of
the limits above can be shown similarly as in [FG2 (2.5)]. Note that we need
to assume that X~_ exists in (4.3) if A does charge (. For any f, g E ?,
we write f(x)g(y) as Clearly = but va(~ ~ 1) ~ ~A in
general. We denote the bivariate Revuz measure, Revuz measure and left
Revuz measure of M by respectively. We also define the
bivariate potential of A E RAF(M) by

for any F E p~ x ? and = Ll~ for M e MF. Denote = L!A ( 1 ~ ~ )
for A e RAF(M), U~~ .- .), and .- for

f(x) for x ~ EM. Clearly PqM = UqM if M ~ MF+.
Recall that [M] denotes the Stieltjes logarithm of M E MF~~ and in
this case ~M] E AF. The following lemma is just a collection of facts
about bivariate Revuz measures. They can be checked either easily or
by mimicking the proofs of the respective results for Revuz measures

in [Yil].

LEMMA 4.5. - Let M E MF and A E RAF ( lyT ) .
(4.5a) vA(F) ==1 limq qmUqAF;
(4.5b) U1F E and vA(F) = ifm E Dis(M);
(4.5c) vA does not charge any m-bipolar set, which is a set B ~ E x E
such that either B G E x Bo for some m-polar set Bo or B C B1 x E
for some m-leftpolar set B1;
(4.5d) ~A = vA ( ~ (g) 1) if A does not charge (;
(4.5e) If A is natural, vA(F) = pA ( FD ) _ for any F E p~ x ~,
where FD (x) :== F(x, x). 

’

(4.5f) If M e MF++, then = 

Now we are going to prove an important representation theorem for
bivariate Revuz measures.

Vol. 32, n° 2-1996.



260 J. YING

THEOREM 4.6. - Let M E SMF+ with the decomposition (2.3). Then the
bivariate Revuz measure of M is given by

where 03B4{y} is the point mass at y and v is the canonical measure of X .

Proof. - By (3.2), if ~ := 1B + ~, we have

Define

Clearly Mt = M03B4SM = 0 and = Mdd(-Ms )
-+-Ms _ d ( - Md ) . Then for F E p~ x ~, since A is continuous,

Hence by [FG2 (2.22)]

On the other hand, since MSM = 0 = 1,

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques
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Then we use the Levy system formula and [FG2 (2.22)]

Hence we have

That proves (4.7) .

The following corollary is easy to check.

COROLLARY 4.11. - Let M E SMF+. Then we have (a) vsM = v; (b)

Recall the definition of Stieltjes logarithm of a multiplicative functional
in (2.4). Now we are going to compute its bivariate Revuz measure.

PROPOSITION 4.12. - Let M e SMF~ with the decomposition (2.3). Then
the bivariate Revuz measure of its Stieltjes logarithm slogM is given by

Proof - Since M admits the decomposition (2.3), its Stieltjes logarithm
slogM admits the following decomposition

Vol. 32, n° 2-1996.
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Hence for any F e p~ x ~, using the Levy system formula, (3.2) and
[FG2 (2.22)] we find

That completes the Proof..
Combining (4.7), (4.11 a) and (4.13), we can see that if M e SMF+, then

But (4.15) holds even without the assumption that M has a simple
decomposition. Actually we have a more general formula. Recall a useful
formula [Yil (3.12)]. If M E MF+, m E Dis and u e S, then

THEOREM 4.17. - (i) Let M, N E MF with EN C Then

where is the bivariate Revuz measure of ~l relative to m* = 
under the N-subprocess of X . (ii) Let M EMF. Then

Proof - (i) Clearly EMN = For any F e pE x ~,

Annales de l ’lnstitut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques
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But

where denotes the probability measures corresponding to the

N-subprocess of X. Thus if we write (M_ * N)t := M- * N, then

We claim that the following identity holds

where := Px(N) ~0 f(Xt)d(-Mt) = Px f~0 f (Xc)Ned(-Mt).
In fact for F E pE  ~ and x E with  o0

Since M e MF- (X, N), we can use (4.1 f ) and find

(ii) Let N = Then M = MN, EN = and b~ (i) we have
vM* = N vM* ~ vsM . but

Following (4.18) and using the fact that slogM E AF(SM), it is easy to
check that

Then using (4.16) again, we have

Vol. 32, n° 2-1996.
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That completes the proof. Our last result of this section describes the

relationship between the left Revuz measure ~M and left marginal measure
of vM.

PROPOSITION 4.19. - Assume that X ~ _ exists in E a. s. and M~ =h 0. Let
M E MF+ and 03BA be the killing measure of X relative to m (the left Revuz
measure of ~)

Then A M = 0 1) + ~.

Proof. - For any f E p~ we have

The second term is the left Revuz measure of (J AF(M),
which is equal to r~ by an argument similar to that used to prove (4.17). N

5. A generalized Revuz formula

The Revuz formula was first given in [Rel] under strong duality and later
proved by in [GS] and [GG] under weak duality. We quote the following
form of Revuz formula from [GS (9.9)] and [GG (A8)]. Let A E RAF(X)
which may charge the life time (. Assume that A has a a-finite left Revuz
measure, which is defined as

(5.1) Hypothesis. X~ _ exists in E a.s. > 0 ~ .
Under (5.1) it holds that For any

f , g E p~, using (5.1) we have

where ( f * A) t : - Jo f(Xs)dAs. Note that f * A never charges ( and thus
(5.2) holds without (5.1).

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques
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In this section we will deduce a similar formula for an M-additive
functional. Let M E MF(X) and A E RAF(M) having a a-finite
left Revuz measure relative to 1EM . m E Exc(M), and M the dual
multiplicative functional of M; namely, M E MF(X) such that (X, M)
and (X , M) are in weak duality with respect to m. Write m* := mlEM
and let (Qt) and (resp., (Qt) and ( Tl q ) ) be the transition semigroup
and resolvent of (X, M) (resp., (X , M)). Here A may charge (.
Now we will give the some preliminary lemmas and the generalized

Revuz formula. The proofs we present here are analogous to those in [GS].
LEMMA 5.3. - Let ~ E 7Z+ and be a-finite measure on E. Then

for each t > 0,

Proof - The direct computation gives

That completes the proof..
THEOREM 5.5. - Suppose that a.s. t ~--~ f (Xt_) is left continuous

on 0, oo ~. Then under (S.1 )

Vol. 32, n° 2-1996.
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By the lemma above, the proof of this theorem is exactly the same as
the proof of [GS (8.7)]. We won’t repeat it here.

THEOREM 5.7. - Under (5.1 ), the following Revuz formula holds,

Proof - Since is a-finite, it suffices to prove (5.8) when

(E)  oo. First notice that nothing will be changed if we replace
m* in the rightside of the above formula by m. Let f e Sq(M) and be
bounded. Then t ~--~ f(Xt-) is left continuous on a.s. Let

Ct(x) = Thus = Ct + QtCs and

By the previous theorem and the fact e-qtQtf E Sq(M), we have

Therefore (Qt f’) is the right derivative of ( f, Ct) and

where N := Thus t ~--~ (,f, Ct) is absolutely continuous and it

follows from Co = 0 that

For any bounded continuous h > 0 which supported by qVqh ---~ h

boundedly. Hence (5.8) holds for such h..
Finally we will present two useful consequences. Let .~(~c, v) :=

v) for ic e S and v E S. Since L is just the Dirichlet form of
X in some sense, we thereby obtain some idea on transformations of
Dirichlet forms.

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Probabilités et Statistiques
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COROLLARY 5.9. - ( 1 ) The following generalized Revuz formula holds
without (5. I )

(2) If M E MF and SM > 0 a.s., then

Proof. - Part (1) is immmediate from (5.7) as we indicated in (5.2). (2)
Since icm eExc(X) for ic e v~’, using [Yi (2.5)] and (5.5), we have

The reason that we can apply (5.6) here is that does

not charge (..

6. Uniqueness and dual multiplicative functionals

The following lemma is an m-a.e. version of [BG (IV.2.12)].

LEMMA 6.1. - Let AI, A 2 E AF. Suppose that, for some fixed q > 0,

UqA1 1  00 a. e. m, and that for any bound and continuous f E p~,
= U2f a.e. m. Then A1 and A2 are m-equivalent.

Proof. - It is clear that a.e. m above can be replaced by q.e., namely,
except a set of m-capacity zero. It follows from the proof of [BG, IV(2.12)]
that = a.e. m for p > q. Since q ---~ is decreasing
and continuous for any x E E, there exists N E ~ with m(N) = 0 such
that  oo and hold for any p > q and
x ¢ N. Thus it follows that A1 and A2 are m-equivalent.

First we have the following uniqueness result.

PROPOSITION 6.2. - Suppose that A2 E AF which are a-integrable.
~4~ and A2 are m-equivalent if and only if their bivariate Revuz measures

Vol. 32, n° 2-1996.
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are the same

Proof. - The only if part is trivial. Now assume that vAl = vA2. Since

they are a-finite, there exist a sequence of Borel functions bn E ~ X ~
such that

1) 0  bn  1 for any n;

2) bn ~ 1;
3) Both bn . vAi and bn . 03BDA2 are finite.

Let 

Thus

From (6.2), it follows that = a.e. m for any f e On

the other hand, by the Revuz formula,

Thus  oo a.e. m. Therefore and are m-equivalent and

by passing to limit, Al and A2 are m-equivalent..
Let M, N E MF and S’~,T, Sl~ the lifetimes of M, N, respectively. If M

and N are m-equivalent, then P~ a.s. = SN, 0 EN is m-polar
and 03BDmM* = 

X 

where m* := The following result is a

partial answer to its inverse problem.

THEOREM 6.3. - Assume that M, N E SMF+. Then M and N are

m-equivalent if and only if = 

Proof - It suffices to check the sufficiency. Clearly M and N have

the decompositions
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where

1) SM = JK > 0, SN = JL > 0, and both K and L are disjoint from D;
2) E p~ x  1 and 03A8  1 everywhere;
3) a, b e p~ and A, B E AF being continuous.

Then we know that

Hence vM = vN implies that

Thus we have

Since everywhere, v(KC 0 L~) = 0, or

equivalently v ( K ~ L ) = 0.
Choose a sequence of Borel subsets (En ) of E x E satisfying:
1) En I E x E - D;
2) v(En)  oo for any n;
3) En C ~ (x, ~) : d(x, y) > n ~, where d is a metric on E compatible

with the given topology.
Existence of such sequence ~En ~ is easy to check. Let

Clearly v{(K n En ) ~ (L n = 0. Define

and

where and ,5‘N, n are the kth-iterates of SM,n and SN,n .
Then Kn, Ln E AF and

From the Lemma (6.2), we know that for any f, g E p~,
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On the other hand, by the Revuz formula,

Hence U1Kn 1  oo a.e. m. Therfore Kn and Ln are m-equivalent. But

It follows that P"2 a.s. SM,n = SN,n and thus Pm a.s. SM = SN.
Now we have slogM, slogN E AF(S), where S : :== 8M = SN. But

by (4.15)

It follows from (6.2) that slogM and slogN are m-equivalent. Hence M
and N are m-equivalent.

Before our next result, we would like to recall some background. Two
multiplicative functionals M E MF(X) and M E MF(X) are said to be
dual if their corresponding subprocesses are dual with respect to m. In
[Shl], Sharpe proved that if X and X are in strong duality relative to
m and M e MF(X) and A~ e MF(X), then M and ~V are dual if and
only if, 1) the corresponding exact regularizations of SM and SN are dual
terminal times; 2) the bivariate Revuz measures of the Stieltjes logarithms
of M and N are dual; that is

Here we are going to prove some similar results in weak duality by means
of Kuznetsov measures.

Let Q be the Kuznetsov measure of X and m. SZ is identified as a

subspace of W, i. e. ,

Shift operators and truncated shift operators are defined as

Clearly Btlo is the shift operator of X and B(~a  t~) C S2. We also define
a reversal operator A : W as
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for any s E R (write  := 03BBw and = Yt(w)) and the backward shift
operator ât on W naturally as

We have

Hence We also have A :== and /3 := -cx.

Similarly, SZ is identified as

or equivalently,

Let Q be the Kuznetsov measure of X and m on W, i.e., for

t1  t2  ...  tn,

It is known that Q is the reversal of Q, i.e.,

In fact for any tl  t2  ...  tn,

Let A E RAF(X) which induces a HRM, denoted by A*, of Y by
the formula
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Precisely, A* is carried by a, ,~~ and

Now define an RM on W

LEMMA 6.8. - A* is a backward HRM of Y in the sense

Proof. - Check directly by definition,

That completes the proof..

DEFINITION 6.9. - 1 ) Let A E RAF(X) and A E RAFeK). They are said
to be dual m-equivalent to where A* is defined in (6. 7). 2) Two
measures 1 and 2 on E  E are said to be dual if 1 (dx, dy) = 2 (dy, dx).
Remark. - The construction of the dual multiplicative functionals is

similar. For example, a terminal time T of X induces a stationary terminal
time T* of Y by

Define the dual of T* by

Then T is the dual terminal time of T (See [Mi2]). Clearly the birth time
a and the death time $ are dual.

THEOREM 6.10. - 1 ) Let A E AF (X ) and A E AF(X) which are a-
integrable. Then A and A are dual if and only if vA and Â are dual.
2) Furthermore if A and A are natural, then they are dual if and only if
PA = pA.
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Proof. - 1) First assume A and ~4 are dual. We can identify ~4 here with
the dual constructed above. Now by [Ge (8.21)], for any F E p~ x ?,

where § E pR = 1 and F(x, ~) .- F(y, x).
Conversely, assume that vA and vA are dual. Let A’ := A* ~~ Then

we have

From (6.2) it follows that ~4 and A’ are m-equivalent. Therefore A and ~4
are dual. 2) follows from 1) directly, due to the fact that bivariate Revuz
measures of natural additive functionals are carried by the diagonal D..

THEOREM 6.11. - Let M E MF++(X) and M E MF++ (X ). Then the
following statements are equivalent.
(1) M and M are dual;
(2) [M] and ~M~ are dual;
(3) vM and vM are dual. -

Proo, f : - Since z/M = and = the equivalence of (ii) and
(iii) follows from (6.10). Now we are going to prove the equivalence of
(i) and (iii). First we assume that M and M are dual. Using the Revuz
formulas (5.2) and (5.10), we find for any bounded f , g e p~,

Let .- ^Yl f ) and .- f ~ dx) for any
fixed f e Then 1Û1 = Pick h ~ ~ strictly positive such
that m(h)  oo. Then = Yl f ) _
(h, (h,  oo; that is, 1Û1 and are a-finite. This

implies that = by [Ge (2.12)] or = dx).
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On the other hand, let 03BD1(dy) .- dy) and .- g)
for any fixed g e Clearly 03BD1V1 = and, using the Revuz formula
(6.10) again, = = g) _ h)  ~; that
is, 03BD1V1 and are a-finite. Hence vi = v2 ; i. e. , vM and vM are dual.

Conversely, if vM and vM are dual, let N E MF(X) denote the dual
of M. Then we have

Hence vM = vN . By (6.2) M and N are m-equivalent. Therefore M and
M are dual..

PROPOSITION 6.12. - 1 ) Let S e SMF+(X) and S e SMF +(.X) be
terminal times. Then ,S’ and ,S’ are dual if and only if vs and vs are dual. 2)
The canonical measures v and v of X and X are dual.

Proof. - 1) First let S and S are dual. There exist Borel subsets
such that

Let

/t tJ

Since Gn = Gn, and JCn are dual [Ge3]. Set

and

Obviously, Sn and 9n are also dual terminal times. Let

where are the corresponding kth-iterate. Clearly An and A’~ are
dual. By (6.10)
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Since n is arbitrary and vs and Vs do not charge D, it follows that vs

and vs are dual.

Conversely if vs and Vs are dual, let .K : _ ~ ( x, ~ ) : K ~ and
S’ - ~K . Then ,5’ and 9’ are dual and we have

Hence Vs = vs, . By (6.3) ,S’ _ ,S’’ and. S and 9 are dual.
2) Using the notation above, since JGn and JCn are dual, their bivariate

Revuz measures are dual; that is, 1Gn - v and 1Gn - v are dual. Thus v and
v are dual..

COROLLARY 6.13. - Let M e SMF+(X) and M E SMF+ (X ). Then M
and M are dual if and only if v~ and are dual.

Proof - Since duality of M and M implies duality of SM and (see
[De]), the necessity is a direct consequence of (6.11) and (6.12). Assume
now that vM and vM are dual; that is,

where B and 03A6 (resp. B and ) are the parameters associated with the
decomposition of M (resp. M) as in (2.3). Since v and v are dual, we find
that vsM and are dual and that vslogM and slog are dual. Thus M
and M are dual by (6.11 ) and (6.12). N
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Part II. THE FEYNMAN-KAC FORMULA

1. Introduction

Though the work on symmetric Markov processes has been completed
in [Yi2], the similar result for non-symmetric processes is not just trivial
generalization because the method employed in [Fi] or [Yi2] can not be
used in non-symmetric case. Given a nearly symmetric process, i.e., one
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that satisfies the ’sector condition’ of Silverstein [Sil, Si2], which would

guarantee a nice Dirichlet form associated, and any of its multiplicative
functionals, there are two questions to be raised: (1) whether or not is

the subprocess still nearly symmetric? (2) if it is, how to describe the
Dirichlet form of the subprocess? Our main result in this part is to prove
that the subprocess is also nearly symmetric and a similar Feynman-Kac
formula holds.

All notations and terminologies without description are inherited from
Part I, which we won’t restate here. Only the notion on Dirichlet forms
wll be given.

Since X is a right process, (Pt) is a strongly continuous semigroup
of contractions on L2(m). Let A denote the strong L2(m)-infinitesimal
generator of (Pt), with domain D(A). Then D(A) is dense in L2(m), A
is closed, -A is positive: (~, -A f l > 0 for all f e D(A). The sector
condition is this

for some constant K > 0. Of course (1.1) is always valid in the symmetric
case. The important consequences of (1.1) are that every semipolar set is

m-polar and X and X are not only Borel right processes but also m-special
standard ones. Thus we can make free use of the results in Part I.

After collecting in §2 some definitions and standard facts concerning
Dirichlet forms and multiplicative functionals, which can be found in [MR]
and [Fi], we are going to formulate our main result in §3 where the involved
MF is assumed to be non-vanishing and in §4 for general MF’s.

2. Dirichlet forms

Let (a, be a bilinear form on L~(m). Define for u, v e Da ,

DEFINITION 2.2. - A pair (a, Va) is called a coercive closed form on

L2 (m) if Da is a dense linear subspace of L2 (m) and a : Da, x Da ~ IR
is a bilinear form such that the following two conditions hold.

(i) Its symmetric part (a, is a symmetric closed form on that is,
a : D~, --~ IR, is a positive definite bilinear form and D~, is complete
with respect to the norm 
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(ii) (a, satisfies the sector condition

for a constant K > 0.

The sector condition (2.3) is equivalent to

for u E iDa, where u is the conjugate of u.

PROPOSITION 2.4. - Let (a, be a coercive closed form on L2 (m). Then
there exist unique strongly continuous contraction resolvents (GP ), 
on L2(m) such that Gp(L2(m)) C D~ and ap(u, _

(u, f ) = u) for all f E L2(m), u E D~ and p > 0.
In this case and are called the resolvents associated with

(a, 
DEFINITION 2.5. - A coercive closed form (a, on L2(m) is called a

Dirichlet form if for all u u+ n 1 E Da and

PROPOSITION 2.6. - Suppose (a, is a coercive closed form on L2 (m)
with corresponding resolvents (Gp) and (GP ). Then the following two
conditions are equivalent.
(i) (a, is a Dirichlet form on L2(m).
(ii) and are sub-Markovian.
Now beginning with the process X, we define bilinear forms p > 0, by

We write a for ~~ and f)z for f E D(A). Clearly is a
norm on D(A) for p > 0. Let D~ denote the completion of D(A) relative
to ~~zl~. Owing to (1.1), a extends uniquely to a bilinear form (also denoted
a) on The pair is the Dirichlet form associated with X and

Let J be the canonical measure of X relative to m. According to

[MR], the Dirichlet form a, which is associated with a pair of m-special
standard processes, is quasi-regular. By the ’transfer method’ developped
Vol. 32, n° 2-1996.
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in [MR (VI)], the Fukushima’s decomposition holds. Therefore we have
the following decomposition for a on the diagonal

for u E where a~ is the continuous part of X which includes diffusion
and killing.

PROPOSITION 2.10. - sequence in Da such that

 oo and f n -~ f a. e. Then i E Da and f n -~ f weakly in
Da, i. e., -~ ai( f, g) for each g 

3. Non-vanishing case

Unless otherwise stated we assume in this section that M = (Mt) is a
multiplicative functional of X which never vanishes before (. There exists
its dual multiplicative functional , non-vanishing, such that ( X , M )
and (X , M) are in weak duality relative to m. Denote their semigroups
and resolvents by (Qt), (vq) and (Qt ), (Yq ), respectively. The Stieltjes
logarithm of M is defined by

Then [M] is an additive functional of X and we have the following identities

Since ( 1- Mt) E AF(M), the bivariate Revuz measure of ( 1- Mt) relative
to m makes sense and is denoted by v, which is also called the bivariate
Revuz measure of M. Let J be the canonical measure of X relative to m.

We know from (1.4.6) that v  J off the diagonal of E x E. Denote by p
and A the marginal measures of v; that is, for any f E p?

Finally we list some facts, which may be either easy to see or found in
Part I, for handy reference.
(3.3) v = where is the bivariate Revuz measure of ~ll~~ .
(3.4) The Revuz formula ( f , U~~~~ g) = and generalized
Revuz formula ( f , g) for f; g E p~. ~
(3.5) By Holder’s inequality, we have g) ]  ~ ( f 2 ) 2 ~ p(g2)1.
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(3.6) The dual statements of all above are true and furthermore v and v
are dual; that is, v(dx, dy) = 

Let (B; D(B)) be the strong L2(m)-infinitesimal generator of the

semigroup (Qt) of the M-subprocess. It is known that D(B) =
V1(Lz(m)) = VP(L2(m)) for p > 0.
LEMMA 3.7. - (a) D(B) C D~ n L2(p) n LZ(~). (b) The following formula

holds

for any u ~ Da, g E u, g ~ 0 and p > 0.

Proof. - Let Lt(m) := f f E f > 0}. First of all we will
show C Va. In fact for u = VI f with f E using
(3.2) we have

Since (u, f ) ~ (u, f ) as q ~ ~, supq q(u, u -  o0

and then u E D~ by (2.8).
Now for any u, g and p as in (b), we have by (3.2)

Then using (3.4)

Since u e Da, --~ u q.e. as q ---~ oo and by (3.3) and the
generalized Revuz formula (1.5.10)

Thus if, in addition, u is bounded and g E then is
uniformly bounded and v(dx (g) VPg) is a finite measure, and hence (3.8)
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holds by the dominated convergence theorem. Now for g E Ll n L2(m)
and any u E we write un = u A n and then un i U and in Da . Since
un is bounded, ( un , g ) = + VP g). Passing to limit,
by the monotone convergence theorem, (3.8) holds in this case. Finally for
any g e L2(m), we can pick h strictly positive on E and m(h)  oo.

Let gn = g A (nh). Then gn E L1 n L2 (m), gn i 9 pointwisely and
( u, gn ) = VPgn) + 03BD(u ~ VPgn). Then Vpgn ~ VPg by the monotone
convergence theorem. Also we have

Thus by (2.10), Vpgn ~ VPg weakly in Da and (3.8) holds for positive
E L2 (m) and p > 0 by another use of the monotone convergence

theorem. Now for f E L(m), u = e Da and by (3.8) and (2.9)

Thus + ~(uz)  oc, i.e., u e L2(p) n L2(~) and

That completes the proof.
We now define

By (3.5), (b, Db) is a well-defined bilinear form on L2(m).
THEOREM 3.10. - The bilinear form (b, Db) is a Dirichlet form on 

associated with the M-subprocess of X. In other words the M-subprocess
of a nearly symmetric Markov process with the Dirichlet form (a, D~,) is also
nearly symmetric and its associated Dirichlet form (b, Db) is given in (3.9).
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Proof. - First we will show that (b, Db) is a coercive closed form on

Clearly D,, is dense in since D(B) C Dh as in (3.7). The
decomposition of b on diagonal is

where J’ = the canonical measure of the M-subprocess.
Hence b(u, u) > 0. Now we need to check that Db is [b1]-complete. Let

be any [b1]-Cauchy sequence in Db, i.e., ~ 0. Then

by (3.11) ~un ~ is a L2 ( p) and sequence. Thus by (3.6),
v((un - um) 0 (un - um)) 2014~ 0 and um) ~ 0; that 
is also a [a1]-Cauchy sequence in There exists u e Da such that
un -~ u strongly in Da . Then un --~ u q.e. (at least for a subsequence),
and consequently ~ u a.e. p and A. Hence u coincides with the L2-
limit of {un} in L2(03C1) and L2(03BB). Therefore u E Da nL2(p) n L2(03BB) = Db
and [b1](un - u) -~ 0.
Next we will prove that (b, Db) satisfies the sector condition (2.3i). Let

u = f + ig with f, 9 E Db . We need to show that

for a constant K > 0. In fact b( u, ~c) = a( u, u) + v( u 0 ~c) and
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Define

Then we have

and clearly 1, ~ 1 and = d. Now let

Then = G(u) + H(u) and

It is easy to see that

Thus we need only to check that Re G ( u ) for a

constant K. Since a satisfies the sector condition, it suffices to show
that Re a(~c, ~c)  .K’ ~ Re G(u) for a constant ~’.
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Denote

Since 0  COS~u~)  2d, COS[u])
for u E U and then

Hence for u we have

On the other hand, if u g U,

Therefore for any u e Db + iDb, 8 Re G(~c); that is, (b, Db)
satisfies the sector condition and it is a coercive closed form on L2 (m).
By (3.7), it is clear that

for all u e Db, f e L2 (m) and p > 0. The dual assertion can be shown
similarly. Hence by the uniqueness in (2.4), (vq) and (vq) are the resolvents
associated with ( b, Db ) . Since (VP) and are sub-Markovian, it follows
form (2.6) that (b, Db ) is a Dirichlet form on L2 (m), which is associated
with the M-subprocess of X..

4. General case

In this section we are going to generalize Theorem (3.10) to the most
general multiplicative functionals.

THEOREM 4.1. - Let M be an exact multiplicative functional of X and
m* := 1EM . Then the subprocess (X, M) is a nearly m*-symmetric
Vol. 32, n° 2-1996.
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Markov process on (EM, ~ n and its associated Dirichlet form (Db, b)
is given by

where

the restricted Dirichlet form of Da on 

Proof. - The transformation by M can be completed in three steps:
killing X by a hitting time denote the resulting one by X’, killing
X’ by a positive terminal time SM of X’, denote the resulting one by X",
killing X" by a non-vanishing MF M of X". Because of the works on
non-vanishing MF’s in (3.10) and on restricted Dirichlet forms in [MR], and
a connection formula (1.4.16), it suffices to deal with the case of positive
terminal times, i.e., M = l[o,T[, where T is a terminal time and T > 0 a.s.
Then there exists B G E x E - D such that P"2 a.s.

We will finishing the proof by two steps. First assume that B c {(x, y) :
d(x, y) > c} for some c > 0 where d is a metric on E compatible with
the original topology on E. Define := T, := T o + T(n).
Since X is right continuous,

for any t  (. Hence for any 0  b  1, M&#x26; := 
is a non-vanishing multiplicative functional of X. Let 03B4n := n+1 for n > 0,
Mt : - Mfn and (Y,,.q ) be the resolvent of the subprocess ( X , lVl n ) . Clearly
Yn ~. pointwisely for f > 0 and vMn = T Define

We need only to show that (Db, b) is the Dirichlet form and associated with
(X, T ). Following the proof of (3.10), it suffices to check the following
claims.
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(4.6i) E Da for any f e pL2(m);
(4.6ii) = (u, f) for any u e pDa, f e pL2(m).

Since Mn never vanishes, we know that E D~ and

Since a1(V1n f, Y1 f )  (Yl f, f ) C (Ul f, f )  oo and V1n f ~ Y1 f
pointwisely, Y 1 f E D~, and Y 1 f -~ Y 1 f weakly in a 1 ) . We also
have

Hence take n to infinity in (4.7) and the dominated convergence theorem
gives

That completes the proof of the first part. Next we need to check (4.6) for
general B G E x E - D. Set

Since T > 0 a.s., ~Tn ~ well converges decreasingly to T in the sense that
for any cv ~ 03A9 there exists N = such that = T (cv) for all
n > N. In fact by (1.3.2) (XT-, XT) E B. Thus for such an 03C9, there exists
N such that (XT-, XT) E BN and this N guarrantees = 

for n > N.

Denote by the resolvent of ( X , Tn ) . Then =

P~ e-qt f(Xt)dt decreases to Px e-qt f(Xt)dt = Yq f(x). We
can surely apply the result above to Tn, and have

The similar reasoning gives VI f e D~ and -~ Y 1 f in ( Da , a 1 ) . On
the other hand let B ̂ ~ (~^ y) : (y, x) e B}, .= inf ~t > 0 :
(Xt-, Xt) E B~ and Tn :- ~TBn . Then T (resp. Tn) is dual to T (resp. Tn),
vz, (resp. is dual to and Tn well converges to T. Using the dual form
of generalized Revuz formula (1.5.10) and (3.6) we have
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Now 1n u(x) = xe-nu(n). By the well convergence of {Tn},

i. e. , --j PJu pointwisely. Hence for f E and bounded u,

Using the standard techniques, we have this convergence for u e pD~ and
f E pL2(m). Then applying the dual form of (1.5.10) again

That completes the proof..
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